This paper proves that for the group GL" over the /z-adics every unitary principal series representation is irreducible.
that G = KB. and such that fK \h(k)\ dk < oo. Then <n is just left translation in % : (vx(x)h)(g) = h(x~xg) (h G %K; g, x G G).
The Theorem we wish to prove twice is:
Theorem. ttx is irreducible.
Our first proof is essentially folklore, and depends on results of Mackey. Proof. (1) . Let P be the subgroup of G which consists of all matrices with zero entries in the top row except in the first place. Then P ■ B is a dense open subset of G whose complement has Haar measure zero. The Mackey subgroup theorem [4] , therefore, implies that ttx\P = lndgnP (x^2). Write N for the unipotent radical of P and note that (B D P) • N = H is a closed solvable subgroup of P. Inducing in stages, we obtain trx \ P = Indw (IndBn/> (\8x'2)).
First, observe that (IndBn^ (x° ))\N is tne regular representation of N. Next, letting N denote the Pontrjagin dual of the abelian group N and noting that A is a normal subgroup of P, we obtain an action Ad* of P on N. The restricted action Ad* | B n P has an open dense orbit % C N and the measure of N -% is zero. Let tj G % and let C (resp. (2) be the isotropy subgroup of r/ in 77(resp. P). Of course, TV C C C Q. There is a unique extension of 17 to C which agrees with x^1'2 on C n B. Call this extension tb8x/2. It is easy to see that \nd" (<p8x/2) ~ lndHr]P(x8x/2). Thus, ttJF Indg (Indf (z^zS1'2)), and by Mackey's irreducibility criterion [4] , ttx\P is irreducible if and only if Ind^ (tb8x'2) is irreducible.
To check this irreducibility let Q be a complement to N in Q, so that Q = Q X N (semidirect product). Put C = C n Q and <£ = t>|C. Then Indf? (</><$1/2) I (5 = Ind^ (<?>f51/2) and, as one sees, the irreducibility of this last representation is our Theorem for GL"_i instead of GL" = G. To complete the proof apply mathematical induction. Note that we have, in fact, established that tt \P is irreducible. An easy proof for the case n = 2 results from appropriately simplifying the above argument.
Our second proof depends upon a deep result of Harish-Chandra and the fact that our Theorem is known to be true for GL2.
Proof. (2). For PGL2 the Theorem is proved in [6, Theorem 3.4] by a
simple computation; the case of GL2 is not different. A proof for GL2 which is more in the spirit of what will follow ^results from observing that if x> regarded as a character of the diagonal group D, is fixed by the Weyl group, then (for GL2!) the Plancherel measure is zero at x [5] , [6] . This implies that w is irreducible [2, Corollary 5.4.2.3]. Now let n > 3. The theorem of Harish-Chandra which we shall use is too complicated to explain in detail here, so we give a simplified version. We set co = x and P = B and obtain a space L(x,B) as defined in [1, §11] . We also need the operators °cB\B(s ■ x '■ 0) (C1-ibid.). Let W(x) be the subgroup of the Observe that W(x) is always (in the case of GLn!) generated by reflections corresponding to reduced roots of G. Without loss of generality, we may in fact assume that these reduced roots are simple. Thus, it suffices to show that°c BiB(s : x : 0) is the identity when 5 is a reflection in W(x) with respect to a fixed simple root. But now the proof is finished, because Ind% (fr'*Bx) = tr' is a representation of the principal series of A/', so it is equivalent to a tensor product of principal series representations of GLm 's (m < n); thus tt' is irreducible.
Therefore, °C,B^B(s ■■ x '■ 0) is already the identity on L(x* B).
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